With the advent of light field acquisition technologies, the captured information of the scene is enriched by having both angular and spatial information. The captured information provides additional capabilities in the post processing stage, e.g. refocusing, 3D scene reconstruction, synthetic aperture etc. Light field capturing devices are classified in two categories. In the first category, a single plenoptic camera is used to capture a densely sampled light field, and in second category, multiple traditional cameras are used to capture a sparsely sampled light field. In both cases, the size of captured data increases with the additional angular information. The recent call for proposal related to compression of light field data by Joint Picture Expert Group (JPEG), also called JPEG Pleno, reflects the need of a new and efficient light field compression solution. In this paper, we propose a compression solution for sparsely sampled light field data. Each view of multi-camera system is interpreted as a frame of multi-view sequences. The pseudo multi-view sequences are compressed using state-ofart Multiview-extension of High Efficiency Video Coding (MV-HEVC). A subset of four light field images from Stanford dataset are compressed, on four bit-rates in order to cover the low to high bit-rates scenarios. The comparison is made with state-of-art reference encoder HEVC and its real-time implementation x265. The rate distortion analysis shows that the proposed compression scheme outperforms both reference schemes in all tested bit-rate scenarios for all the test images. The average BD-PSNR gain of 1.36 dB over HEVC and 2.15 dB over x265 is achieved using the proposed compression scheme.
INTRODUCTION
The information of light in a observable space is entirely represented by the seven-dimensional (7D) plenoptic function. 1 The plenoptic function takes into account the spatial position (3D position in space), direction (2D angular information), time (1D) and wavelength (1D) of all the light rays within the space to be observed. The physical limitations and capabilities of present technology requires to approximate the plenoptic function into lower dimensional space. A set of carefully developed assumptions are constructed in order to reduce the dimensions of plenoptic function. One of the mostly used approximation of plenoptic function is 4D light field. 2 In light field, the observable scene is anticipated as static that eliminates the need to capture the time information. The wavelength is discrtized with red, green and blue channels and finally the scene is assumed as free of occluders that enables the capturing of incoming light rays on a 2D plane. The captured 4D light field contains angular and spatial information of the scene that enables 3D scene reconstruction and various post-processing applications, i.e. refocusing, synthetic aperture, 3D scene reconstruction.
Intially, light field acquisition was performed by using a system of multiple traditional cameras. 2 Each camera, captures a single angular information (perspective) of the scene and the number of cameras in the multi-camera system defines the angular resolution of the captured light field. In recent past, new technologies are introduced that captures the light field using single camera referred to as plenoptic camera. model of a plenoptic camera 4 that use an array of small lenses between main lens and photographic plate to capture spatial and angular information onto a single image. The main lens and micro-lens array of plenoptic camera are configured in such a way that each micro-lens image records the angular information of a point in space. 4 The overall resulting image is referred to as a plenoptic image. The multi-camera system captures sparsely sampled light field and on the other hand plenoptic camera captures densely sampled light field. The capturing of spatial and angular information provide the possibility of various post-processing applications but on the expense of increased in the data size.
Over the span of last two decades, various compression standards are proposed for image and video data. The image compression techniques exploits the spatial redundancies present in the image by employing multiresolution and predictive models. JPEG 2000 standard, achieved image compression by means of bi-orthogonal wavelet transform. 5 The transform coefficients are quantized and entropy coded. The state-of-art High efficiency video coding (HEVC) Intra compresses images by using novel prediction modes along with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and residual coding. 6 The video compression schemes also take into account the temporal correlation present in the data by using motion estimation and compensation techniques. Moreover, Multi-view extension of HEVC (MV-HEVC) provides additional capability to exploit inter-view correlation. 7 However, conventional image/video compression standard are developed for natural two-dimensional images and are not capable to exploit the properties of light field for efficient compression. The recent call for proposal by JPEG also referred to as JPEG Pleno reflects the requirement of new compression tools for light field data. 8 In this paper, we present a compression scheme for light field data capture with multi-camera system. Each view of captured LF is interpreted as frame of multi view sequence and pseudo multi-view sequence is given as input to MV-HEVC. A two dimensional prediction and rate-allocation scheme is used in order to better exploit the properties offered by LF data to improve compression efficiency.
The novelties of this paper are: 1) A coding scheme where the multi-view extension of HEVC (MV-HEVC) is used to compress LF images captured with multi-camera system. 2) A two-dimensional prediction and rate allocation scheme for LF data captured with multi-camera system. The paper is organized as follows: state-of-art in LF compression is discussed in section 2. In section 3, the proposed compression scheme is presented, and section 4 reports the results of the proposed scheme. The presented work is concluded in section 5.
LIGHT FIELD COMPRESSION
In recent past, light field compression has received greater attention from research community. Intially, the ICME grand challenge on plenoptic image compression yields different compression solutions for plenoptic images.
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Later on, JPEG categorizes the light field compression activities in two groups, i.e. plenoptic image compression and multi-camera based light field compression. Recently, JPEG has issued a call for light field compression proposal also named as JPEG Pleno to further advance the state-of-art methods. 8 The compression solution for plenoptic image can be classified in two groups. In the first group, the captured plenoptic image is treated as a single 2D image and novel tools are introduced in HEVC image compression standard to efficiently exploit the correlation present in the plenoptic image. Li et al. has introduced the Bi-prediction capability within the framework of HEVC intra prediction. 10 In this way, each mirco-lens image perform motion estimation and compensation with already encoded neighbouring micro blocks in addition to 33 intra-modes. A similar strategy to take prediction from already encoded blocks was introduced by Monteiro et al. by including Local Linear Embedding-based (LLE) and Self-Similarity (SS) compensated based prediction tools in HEVC Intra coding framework.
11 In second group, the sub-aperture representation of plenoptic image was adopted to provide a more suitable input to the video compression tools. The idea of compressing integral images as pseudo video sequence 12 is extended for the sub-aperture images. Most prominently, Liu et al. interpreted sub-aperture images as frames of pseudo video sequence and compressed using HEVC. 13 Each frame was assigned with a specific quanitization parameter in order to achieve better compression efficiency. Ahmad et al. interpreted sub-aperture images as frames of pseudo multi-view sequence and performed compression using MVHEVC.
14 A 2D prediction and rate allocation scheme that exploits the light field properties was introduced in the frame work of MV-HEVC to obtain better compression efficiency.
Recently, few studies have been reported on compression of light field data captured with multi-camera system. Hawary et al. utilized the sparsity in the angular fourier domain of the captured light field to achieve better compression efficiency. 15 A subset of views are encoded in base layer of HEVC and corresponding decoded version of the subset is used to predict the intermediate views. Firstly, the spatial frequencies of each decoded view are estimated using fourier transform and in the second stage, each spatial frequency among the views is taken as discrete line and again fourier transform is computed for each such line. A voting mechanism is used by following the projection slice theorem and integer frequencies are estimated. The underlying angular spectrum of light field is recovered by performing further refinement for the non-integer frequencies. In the work of Jiang et al., a homography-based low rank approximation is used for compression of light field data. 16 The central view is taken as a reference and remaining views are aligned using homography transformation. Iteratively, homographies are estimated that minimizes the low rank approximation error for a target rank k. The low rank representation of captured LF is encoded using HEVC intra compression tool.
The plenoptic image compression schemes utilizing the sub-aperture representation shows better compression efficiency compared to other schemes. 9 The sub-aperture images reflect the similar information as 2D natural images. The assumptions and constraints used for video compression suits better to sub-aperture representation of plenoptic image. In compression of LF captured with multi-camera system, novel but computational intensive tools in video compression frame work are introduced to achieve better compression efficiency. In this paper, we extended our previously proposed plenoptic image compression scheme for multi-camera system based LF data. The input LF views are treated as frames of pseudo multi-view sequences and already developed frame work of MV-HEVC is used for efficient compression. 
PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME
The light field data captured with multi-camera system inhertily possess high correlation that can be categorized as spatial and angular (inter-view) correlation. The spatial correlation is predicted from the same view on the other hand the inter-view prediction is taken from 2D (horizontal and vertical) neighbouring views. In the proposed compression scheme, each view of the captured LF is interpreted as a frame of a pseudo multi-view sequence. In this way, the captured light field with M XN views is represented by M pseudo video sequences with each having N frames and compression is performed using MV-HEVC. 7 The framework of MV-HEVC allows each frame to take spatial, temporal and inter-view prediction. In our proposed scheme we cast the inter-view prediction into temporal prediction in order to have 2D inter-view prediction available for LF data. In LF, each camera captures the scene from slightly different perspective and hence high correlation is present in the neighbouring views.
Prediction and Rate allocation Scheme
A 2D prediction and rate allocation scheme is used to efficiently compress the light field data captured with multi-camera system. The figure 1 shows the representation of input LF along with MV-HEVC parameters. The Picture Order Count (POC) and view ID (VID) represent the position of each frame in the grid. The Decoding Order (DO) and View Order Index (VOI) reflects the decoding order of each frame in horizontal and vertical axis of the grid respectively. The POC is represented by variable n POC , VID is represented by v VID , DO is represented by k DO and VOI is denoted by i VOI . Each frame of pseudo multi-view sequences is assigned with a specific prediction level. The frame with (v VID = 8 and n POC =0) is taken as a reference frame for the entire prediction scheme and assigned with the first prediction level (P L = 0). The remaining frames are categorized into further three prediction levels. The frames having v VID = {0, 4, 8, 12, 16}, and n POC = {0, 4, 8, 12, 16} (shown in blue color) are assigned with second prediction level (P L = 1). These frames are encoded immediately after the reference frame. Moreover, the frames with v VID = {2, 6, 10, 14}, and n POC = {2, 6, 10, 14} (shown in green color) are assigned with third prediction level (P L = 2). The frames with v VID = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15}, and n POC = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} (shown in gray color) are assigned with the last prediction level (P L = 3). In this way, both POC and VID axis are completely assigned with the prediction levels. The assigned prediction levels are shown in figure 1 (at the bottom and on the right side). In figure 1 , frames depicted in white color are assigned with two different prediction levels in the horizontal and vertical direction. The prediction scheme is device in such a way that each frame can take prediction from the frames placed in higher prediction levels and also from the already encoded frames of the current prediction level. The first and second prediction level frames (shown by blue and green color) provide 2D prediction available for the remaining frames. In this way, compression scheme better handles the occluded regions present in the captured LF image and hence compression efficiency is improved.
The rate allocation process make use of already assigned prediction levels while distributing quality among the frames. The frames placed in higher prediction level are assigned with best available quality and at each successive level a slightly lower quality is assigned to the corresponding frames. In this way, the better quality frames are mainly utilized for prediction that improves the overall compression efficiency. An initial Quantization Parameter (QP) is assigned to the reference frame and referred to as Q R . All the remaining frames add a quantization offset with Q R to obtain their quantization parameter. The quantization offset of a frame is estimated based on its distance and view-wise decoding order relative to the reference frame. The methodology was previously proposed for plenoptic image compression 14 and in this work it is extended for LF captured with multi-camera system . The equation (1) presents the quantization offset estimation process for each frame.
Where, x (0 to 16) and y (0 to 16) represent the index of each frame in the grid. The variable n POC represents the POC of each frame, R P OC represents the POC of reference frame, v VID represents the VID of each frame, R V ID represents the VID of reference frame, i VOI represents the VOI of each frame, W represents the weightage parameter, Q o indicates the estimated qunatization offset for each frame. The parameter W controls the extent of quantization offset by normalizing it using the frame prediction level. Frames placed in higher prediction level are assigned with a large weightage value as compared to frames placed in lower prediction levels. The table 1 shows the assigned weightages for each prediction level used in the proposed compression scheme. Finally, the equation (2) estimates the quantization parameter (Q) for each frame.
All the frames estimate the quantization offset as explained in equation (1). However, the frames having either reference POC or reference VID are assigned a quanitzation offset equivalent to maximum of their prediction level(P MAX (x, y) = max(s POC (x), t VID (y))). The prediction levels in POC axis and VID axis are represented by s POC and t VID . 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The light field dataset captured with multi-camera system provided by the Stanford university is used to evaluate the proposed compression scheme. 17 The dataset contains 12 LF images with each having 17x17 views. The images contains various characteristic,e.g. Truck contains complex geometry and Bunny contains texture information. The 17x17 input views are converted into 17 pseudo video sequences with each having 17 frames and compressed using MV-HEVC. The proposed compression scheme is evaluated on four different bit-rates in order to cover low, medium and high bit-rates scenarios. The comparison is made with two benchmark compression schemes HEVC and its real time implementation x265 using the BD-PSNR metric. 18 The input LF of 17x17 views is converted into a single pseudo video sequence of 289 frames and given as a input to the anchor schemes. Figure 2 shows the rate distortion curves for a subset of four LF images taken from stanford dataset.
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The proposed compression scheme performs significantly better compared to the anchor schemes in all the test bit-rates. The compression efficiency is significantly higher in low bit-rates and the efficiency reduces in high bit-rates. The table 2 reports the BD-PSNR gain of the proposed scheme over the anchor schemes on four LF images. The average PSNR gain of 2.15 dB over x265 and 1.36 over HEVC is achieved using the proposed compression scheme. Table 3 . Compression details of 12 LF images compressed using proposed scheme
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a compression scheme for sparsely sampled light field data captured with multicamera system. The views of captured LF are interpreted as frames of multi-view sequences and are compressed using MV-HEVC. The multi-view extension of HEVC provides inter-view correlation (in vertical direction) and temporal correlation (in horizontal direction). In this way, MV-HEVC frame work provides an opportunity to each LF frame to take prediction from already encoded 2D neighbouring frames to improve compression efficiency. The Stanford dataset (containing 12 LF images) is compressed using proposed compression scheme and Rate-distortion results are reported in the paper. The BD-PSNR based comparison with two benchmark compression schemes HEVC and x265 is also presented for a subset of four LF images. The proposed compression scheme provides an average gain of 1.36 dB over HEVC and 2.15 dB over x265.
